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Text Watermarking Technique For Hindi
Language Documents Using Structural Approach
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Abstract: The ease of availability of Internet in recent decades for sharing ideas and knowledge has motivated authors to publish their contents digitally
instead of conventional paperwork. This leads to widespread availability of the author's information to a large volume of readers. But with this global
connectivity, many security issues have raised threats to authorship and copyright of genuine authors. The digital contents are vulnerable to illegal copy,
distribution, reproduction and authentication. For digital information in numerous natural languages, significant attempts have been made to secure the
text from unauthentic access. Each of these concentrate on distinguished language construct(s) to attain uniqueness. In this paper we propose a new
robust watermarking technique for Hindi language. Hindi belongs to Devanagari script and no watermarking technique for it is developed till now. We use
pratyaya as important Hindi language construct in our structural approach to protect Hindi language digital text across the globe.
Index Terms: Authorship, Copyright, Devanagari, Pratyaya, Robust, Structural Approach
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1. INTRODUCTION
NUMEROUS kind of digital information like image, audio,
video and text is globally available across the Internet. This
electronic form of all kind of information is greatly popular
compared to the bulky traditional paperwork. Due to
widespread availability, this information is likely to be
vulnerable
to
illegitimate
copying,
redistribution,
authentication, fingerprinting and tampering. Among various
existing solutions, digital watermarking has emerged as a
prominent solution against several security issues. A general
watermarking technique is characterized by properties like
robustness, security, capacity and imperceptibility [1, 2]. The
digital text watermarking embeds a watermark in the text to
uniquely identify the genuine owner of the text. Many
researchers have developed text watermarking techniques to
enhance security of digital text and to protect intellectual
property rights of genuine authors of various natural languages
like English, Turkish, Chinese, Arabic and Marathi [3, 4, 5, 6,
7]. For each of these techniques, the authors have
appropriately used unique and specific approaches focusing
on the features of respective language to make the contents
secure from unauthentic access and use. All these techniques
can be categorized in one of the following approaches: Image
Based, Syntactic, Semantic or Structural. Each of these
approaches has uniqueness and shortfalls compared to
generic requirement of watermarking technique. But those
also have some uniqueness depending upon their application
accordingly. Here we focus on Hindi language which is
national language of India. Currently no such technique still
exists to protect the intellectual property rights of Hindi language
text documents. In this paper we propose a new robust
watermarking technique for Hindi language. We identify
‗pratyaya‘ (suffix) as a distinguished unique language construct
of Hindi text to be used for generation of required watermark.
Considering all the facts about Hindi language, we follow the
structural approach to develop our proposed text
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watermarking technique which focuses on text form
specifically and avoids the image (copy or scan) format. The
structural approach uses logical embedding of text as
watermark instead of text alteration [8]. This paper is
organized in four main sections: Section 1 gives Introduction,
the section 2 focus on Hindi language and its features. The
Section 3 describes all the previous work carried out in text
watermarking; specifically, in linguistic text watermarking. The
proposed algorithms for watermark embedding and extraction
are demonstrated in Section 4. Section 5 gives experimental
results and discussion. The final section gives summary with
conclusions.

2 ABOUT HINDI LANGUAGE
As per the Constitution of India (Article 343), the use of Hindi
in the Devanagari script is the official language of the Union
[9]. Hindi speakers across the world are estimated from 150 to
350 million. Hindi is also spoken in some countries outside
India, such as in Mauritius, Fiji, Suriname, Guyana, Trinidad
Tobago and Nepal. Just like European languages, Hindi has
most common linguistic features like other Indo-Aryan
languages. Hindi is written from left to right. Hindi is easy to
read. Each Hindi character sounds different and one can write
Hindi words as per their pronunciation. Comparative to
English, Hindi has different word structure. Devanagari script
is used to write modern Hindi. It consists of 33 consonants and
11 vowels. All vowels are phonemic and they can be
nasalized. Hindi is free order language where no specific word
order like English exists. It is also difficult to handle spelling
variants in Hindi where a word with same meaning can appear
having different spelling variations. The morphological
richness of Hindi is additional challenge while dealing with
Hindi language words. Mainly the lack of sufficient amount of
standard tools and corpus for experiments makes it difficult to
experiment with Hindi language text [10]. Several authors
have contributed to Hindi language digital content in the form
of various resource materials, literature, news articles,
government documents and many more on the Internet. The
widespread use of Internet has greatly prop up the authors to
share their contents across the globe

3 PREVIOUS WORK
The domain of digital watermarking mainly includes image,
audio, video and text watermarking. Each of these have
contributed with significant research work except text
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watermarking. The text information is major part of digital
content. Maxemchuck et al. initiated research in text
watermarking by restricting black and white image
redistribution. The individual character or word position/ location is changed to reform the sentence with insertion of
watermark [11]. Further modifications were made by Brassil et
al. [12] and Low et al. [13]to evaluate this approach. Later on
the researchers proposed various methods like line-shifting,
word-shifting and character modification by embedding data in
text image [13, 14]. Mercan Topkara et al. proposed two fold
effort using available tools of Natural Language Processing by
analyzing their performance. The authors used sentence
structure like characters, words or lines to implement new
approach of Natural Language watermarking [15]. C. Culane
et al. experimented on multi-set formatted text documents to
improve watermarking capacity and robustness in printing and
scanning [16]. S. Ranganathan et al. developed three stage
technique which performs identification of document type,
preprocessing according to the type of document and then
appropriately embedding of watermark [17]. Further linguistic
text watermarking was elaborated by some researchers to propose language specific text watermarking for some natural
languages like Arabic, Chinese, English, German and Turkish.
In each technique, unique feature(s) of each language is used
in generation of watermark. Yingli Zhang et al. focused on
object‘s special properties of MS-Word file for information
hiding. Water- mark created by legal user‘s information is
encrypted and then embedded circularly in the MS-Word‘s
object [3]. Hasan M. Meral concentrated on Turkish language
for watermarking. Turkish is agglutinative language which has
flexible word order and morphosyntactic structure. Authors
used morphosyntactic tools to generate syntax based natural
language watermark [4]. Adnan Abdul Aziz Gulab et al. used
an extension Arabic character ‗kashida‘ to develop a scheme
for Arabic e-text documents [6]. Z. Jalil et al. calculated
occurrence frequency of non-vowel ASCII characters and
words of English text to propose a technique called as zero
text watermarking algorithm [18]. Thus the linguistic
watermarking is supported with the language specific
constructs to preserve the uniqueness of each implementation.
The above discussed approaches of linguistic watermarking
attempt to feature all required properties of text watermarking.
Although those may vary according to application domain, but
the ultimate goal is to protect the concern language text from
unauthorized access and illegal dis- semination of the
information.
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Table 1 Summary of Linguistic Text Watermarking Techniques

Tayan et al. experimented with logical embedding of
watermark data rather than physical embedding. In this
approach, digital Image is embedded into the document by
converting into bits. In embedding phase, the watermark bits
are distributed into word sets with variable set size. The key
generated using water- mark is registered to CA (Certifying
Authority). In the decoding phase, similar key generator is
used to generate the key using input characteristics of the
document. The generated key and registered key at CA is
compared to check the originality and ownership of the
document [19]. In the zero-watermarking approach by Jalil et
al., watermark gets embedded in host text document without
any alteration. The characteristics of text are utilized to
generate required watermark. But here, the watermark is of
fragile nature which is later used for authentication. This
algorithm effectively uses the text characteristics [20]. The
enhanced kashida based watermarking approach by Gutub et
al. uses pointed letters with extension (Kashida) to hold secret
bit ‗one‘ and the un-pointed letters with Kashida to hold secret
bit ‗zero‘. In this method, Kashida can be added be- fore or
after the letters. For consistency purpose the location of the
extensions should be the same throughout the complete
document with watermarking. This algorithm has limitation of
not using kashida to all letters as per standard writ- ing
structure of Arabic language. The Kashida can only be added
in locations between connected letters of Arabic text [21].
Another experimentation using kashida characters for Arabic
language text watermarking was proposed by Alginahi et al. In
this, the embedding process first calculates the number of
words in the documents. If the character contains the special
feature then it appends the kashida character else moves to
next character. The process is continued till the end of the
document. If the end of key reached before the end of the
document then key is repeated for the rest of the document
[22].
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Thus the linguistic watermarking is supported with the
language specific con- structs to preserve the uniqueness of
each implementation. The above discussed approaches of
linguistic watermarking attempt to feature all required
properties of text watermarking. Although those may vary
according to application domain, but the ultimate goal is to
protect the concern language text from unauthorized access
and illegal dissemination of the information. Here in Table 1,
we summaries the various linguistic text watermarking
techniques and their specific approaches with respect to the
concern language features.

4 PROPOSED WORK
Understanding the requirement of preserving the authorship of
genuine authors, we propose the first digital text watermarking
technique for Hindi language text. We used ‗pratyaya‘, a
unique feature of Hindi language, to implement this technique.
Generally an alphabet or group of letters which are included at
the end of any word to form a different word or to change the
meaning of the word is called suffix. Pratyaya (suffix) is an
important Hindi language construct which in com- bination with
‗kriyapad‘ (verb) can be used to derive ‗naam‘ (noun) to lead
the creation of majority of Hindi language words Following are
some examples of how pratyaya is formed by combination in
Table 2.
Table 2 Example of Formation of Words Using Pratyaya

Our proposed technique consists of two algorithms:
Embedding and Extraction. Initially we define an array of
pratyaya by randomly selecting fifteen pratyaya from Hindi
language. In the embedding algorithm, for the input Hindi text,
we first search for predefined fifteen pratyaya for their
occurrences. We use them as keywords for watermark
generation. These pratyaya are searched in input text file of
the author for their occurrence count. The count of each
pratyaya is repeatedly added to calculate their digital root. The
value of digital root is used to sequentially select the actual
pratyaya from our predefined array to concatenate with 128-bit
user preferred author ID. This combined string is encrypted
using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm to
generate the encrypted key comprising watermark. By
embedding this encrypted key randomly in the input text, the
watermarked file containing watermark is created. Thus the
text document now contains a digital watermark which can
uniquely identify the genuine author. Any text document may
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undergo attacks like duplication of content, substitution of
synonym and reordering of content. These attacks can be
categorized as: unauthorized insertion, unauthorized
detection, unauthorized deletion, re- ordering attack and
combination of the all. In unauthorized insertion, some unwanted additional information is inserted in the original text.
The unauthorized detection is violation of secrecy of detection
ability. Whereas in unauthorized deletion, the attacker may
delete the content randomly including the watermark from the
original author‘s text. In case of reordering attack, the attacker
reorders the author‘s content to make them unlike the original
content. The attacker select the attack volume depending on
the targeted intention. The intention may be to use small or
large part of the original content. The nature of intended attack
may be localized or dispersed. The localized attack means
insertion and deletion from particular location like start or end
of file. In dispersed attack, the insertion or deletion can take
place at multiple locations [18]. In this paper we will be using
insertion and deletion attacks for checking the accuracy of the
proposed technique. This watermarked document needs to be
authenticated by third party to confirm the authorship of
genuine author and to resolve any conflict arising about the
authorship. The ‗Certifying Authority‘ (CA) is the neutral third
party official administration where the author name and the
watermark can be registered officially [23]. Our proposed
technique facilitates a CA to ensure this authentication with
some additional features. The watermarked file generated in
embedding algorithm is now registered with our CA. The CA
performs time-stamping and issues a unique authorization key
to each user. Thus, in authentication process CA maintains an
exclusive record of each user at a time including author-name,
watermark, time stamp, unique authorization key and the
watermarked file itself. This information is sufficient enough to
clear any authorship conflict to justify the ownership of original
author and to invalidate the unauthentic owner. Table 3
represents some sample entries of original authors with all
related parameters. The extraction algorithm facilitates the
document authentication by CA. For this the author ID and the
text file (either watermarked or attacked) are pro- vided
initially. The encrypted key is decrypted to separate pratyaya
and author ID. The occurrences of all pratyaya in the provided
file is counted and repeatedly added till we get single digit
value i.e. the digital root. If this pratyaya and author ID
matches with those in originally registered file kept with CA,
the author is recognized as genuine owner of the text file;
failing to which the authorship claim is denied. The time-stamp
and unique authorization key are the supporting features to
justify the original authorship. The count of each pratyaya in
file is read and digital root of all the occurrences is calculated.
The value of digital root indicates the actual pratyaya to be
selected to generate concatenated string in combination with
author ID. The AES is applied to this string to get encrypted
key. If this key and the key registered with CA matches then
the authorship is validated. The additional features like the
time-stamp, unique authorization key are used to support the
original authorship and to deny the claim of unauthentic
authors.
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Table 3 Sample Entries of Registered Authors

Fig. 1. Watermark Embedding Process Overview for Hindi
Text Watermarking Technique Using Pratyaya

4.1 Watermark Embedding Algorithm
Variable Declaration:
Digital Root -> Digi_root,
Author ID -> AID,
Pratyaya Array -> PA,
Array Count -> AC, a variable to hold generated string value ->
KEY,
Compare function - > CMP,
Advanced Encryption Standard -> AES
Precondition:
Hindi Text Document -> DH,
Pratyaya array‘s maximum size -> PMAX,
Sum and variable i as counter initialized to zero -> Sum=0;
and i=0;
Post condition: Embedded Watermark -> EWM
1) Enter DH, AID
2) For each value of PMAX
a) AC = CMP (PA, DH)
b) PA = Sum + PA
where PA > 9
c) Digi_root =
3)
4)
5)

4.2 Watermark Extraction Algorithm
The extraction algorithm is used by CA to verify the genuine
author of any Hindi text with embedded watermark as
described in embedding phase. For any such claim of
authorship, the AES is used to decrypt the encrypted key to
get author id and pratyaya count in form of plain text. From
this digital root value any tampering/attack on text document is
verified. After comparison function leads to matching of
extracted and embedded key. The successful comparison
verifies the author as genuine else it denies its claimed
authorship. In this extraction algorithm,
Precondition:
Hindi Text Document -> DH,
Pratyaya arrays maximum size -> PMAX,
Sum and variable i as counter initialized to zero -> Sum=0;
and i=0;
Post condition: Extracted Watermark -> EWM
1) Enter DH, AID
2) KEY = Extract (DH)
3) EXKEY = AES (KEY) // Apply Advanced Encryption
Standard for Key Decryption
4) For i = 1 to PMAX
a) AC = CMP ( PA, DH)
b) PA = Sum + PA
where PA > 9
c) Digi_root =
while i ≥ 9

KEY= PA+ Digi_root + AID
DH = AES (KEY)
Stop.

In the embedding algorithm, a genuine user is given 16character unique author id. An array pratyaya is predefined for
11 selected pratyaya. The genuine author‘s input text is
searched for the occurrences of respective pratyaya as per
predefined array. Further the digital root of total pratyaya count
is calculated. The raw key is formed using unique author id
and digital root value. This key is encrypted using AES and
randomly embedded into the input text. The unique- ness of
embedding algorithm lies in selection of pratyaya as special
feature of Hindi language text. Also the use of digital root value
of actual pratyaya count in formation of embedding key is an
additional distinct feature of proposed technique.

5)
6)

EMKEY = Digi_root + PA + AC
If EXKEY = = EMKEY
Genuine Author
else
Authorship denied!
Stop

7)

Fig. 2. Overview of Extraction Algorithm for Hindi Text
Watermarking Technique Using Pratyaya
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5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To validate our proposed technique, we used corpus of Indian
Institute of Technology, Bombay and Technology Development
for Indian Languages (TDIL) [24]. These corpus need some
preprocessing on them like correction in typo- graphical errors.
Also we have selected krutidev as default font to input text in
author‘s content. We categorized the contents from both these
corpus into four text categories namely: Small Volume Hindi
Text (SVHT) with less than 100 words, Medium Volume Hindi
Text (MVHT) with words in between 100 and 500, Large
Volume Hindi Text (LVHT) which comprise words up to 1000
but not less than 500 and Very Large Volume Hindi Text
(VLVHT) containing number of words in between 1000 to
1500. We then tested these text categories for 10 samples of
each category against typical types of text attacks like
insertion and deletion by varying attack percentage capacity
with 5%, 10% and 30%.Our observation shows higher
accuracy of retrieved watermarks for small volume of text
(SVHT) for insertion and deletion attacks. With increasing text
volumes for rest of the categories (SVHT, MVHT, LVHT,
VLVHT), the retrieved watermark accuracy is observed as
decreasing relatively. Also we can notice from the Table 4 that
the deletion attack can moderately destruct text volumes of all
categories if compared with the insertion attack. This
evaluation of the proposed technique also confirms the four
basic and most important properties of watermarking
techniques like robustness, security, imperceptibility and
capacity. Even though in above discussed attack analysis the
considered sample text is attacked with different capacity and
type, the higher percentage of retrieved accuracy confirms the
robustness of our implemented technique. The proposed
technique meets all security parameters where the existence
of the watermark and its payload remain secret from any
unauthorized access. The imperceptibility feature is achieved
by undetectable insertion of watermark. Also it is supported by
identical appearance of original and the watermarked file
observing same file size with and without watermark. In the
implemented technique, the watermark is significantly
acceptable with size of 128 bits as an upper limit of embedding
which ensures the adequate capacity of our technique.
Table 4 Retrieved Watermark Accuracy for Different Text
Categories against Varying Percentage of Attacked Text
Volume.
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The following graphs in Figure 3 (a-f) illustrate percentage
accuracy of retrieved watermarks against different categories
of text volumes. The graphical representations of our
experimental results confirms that lower the text volume higher
will be watermark retrieving accuracy. As the text volume
increases the retrieving accuracy goes on decreasing for both
the types of attacks. This is valid for 5%, 10% and 30% attacks
on the selected text samples respectively. Also we obtain
retrieving accuracy in between 90 to 100 percentage for
samples of all categories.

Fig. 3 (a). Localized Attack (5 %) on Hindi Text

Fig. 3 (b) Localized Attack (10 %) on Hindi Text

Fig. 3 (c) Localized Attack (30 %) on Hindi Text
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
6.1 Conclusions
With global availability of digital text on the Internet, no
technique is offered till now to protect authorship and
copyrights of genuine authors of Hindi language documents.
We have proposed and successfully implemented a digital text
watermarking technique for Hindi text which excels in all basic
properties of text watermarking. We have tested our proposed
technique using standard corpus against possible text
watermarking attacks and proved the significant watermark
retrieving accuracy. Also we are able to justify the robustness,
security, imperceptibility and capacity of the proposed
technique. In future we further aim to experiment this
technique with our own developed corpus including all
possible types of Hindi text.

Fig. 3 (d) Dispersed Attack (5 %) on Hindi Text
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Fig. 3 (e) Dispersed Attack (10 %) on Hindi Text
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